New field, U-Pb, and Lu-Hf zircon data constrain the geologic history, age, and origin of the Yellow Aster Complex (YAC) in northwestern Washington, providing insight into the tectonic history of this and related Paleozoic arc terranes of the western North American Cordillera. Mapping shows that the oldest YAC rocks consist of quartzofeldspathic paragneiss (meta-arkose) and quartzose calc-silicate paragneiss (metacalcareous siltstone) in gradational contact. Paragneisses are cut by syn-tectonic and post-tectonic intrusions and faulted against granitic orthogneiss. U-Pb zircon results show that (1) maximum depositional ages of paragneisses are Silurian to Early Devonian (432-390 Ma); (2) detrital zircons from quartzose calc-silicate paragneisses show a broad age peak from 1900 to 1000 Ma, while quartzofeldspathic paragneisses contain several distinct Precambrian age peaks, including at 2.0-1.8 Ga and 2.5-2.4 Ga; (3) paragneisses contain early Paleozoic grains with peaks ca. 420-400 and ca. 460-440 Ma; (4) pre-tectonic orthogneiss and syn-tectonic and post-tectonic dikes range from ca. 410-406 Ma; and (5) intrusive rocks contain apparently xenocrystic ca. 480-440 Ma grains. Lu-Hf isotope data show that nearly all Paleozoic zircons have negative εHf (t) values, and zircons in the metaarkose samples are more negative than those in the calc-silicate. Zircons in several meta-arkose samples yield εHf (t) values of -40 to -57, rare in the North
INTRODUCTION
A growing body of evidence suggests that early Paleozoic arc terranes cur rently in the North American Cordillera in the Klamath Mountains (California), Cascades Mountains (Washington), and Coast Mountains of Alaska and British Columbia originated in the Arctic region of Laurentia, Baltica, or the Caledo nides (e.g., Gehrels et al., 1996; Wright and Wyld, 2006; Nelson, 2009, 2011; Miller et al., 2011; Beranek et al., 2013a Beranek et al., , 2013b White et al., 2016) . Understanding the origin of these terranes bears on our understanding of the timing and nature of the transition of the western Laurentian margin from a passive to active margin. Migration of terranes to their present sites and final emplacement on the margin during the Mesozoic remain poorly under stood processes. Colpron and Nelson (2009) and Wright and Wyld (2006) proposed two different models for the origin of the Paleozoic rocks now part of vari ous terranes. The Northwest Passage model Nelson, 2009, 2011) describes evidence for the Baltican and Siberian origins of several terranes in western North America (e.g., Yreka, Northern Sierra, Alexander) ( Fig. 1) , wherein terranes originating in the northern Scandinavian Caledonides in preDevonian time traveled westward through a northwest passage between the Arctic margins of Laurentia and Siberia to the western margin of Laurentia. Terranes moved westward along a Scotiastyle arc and transform system to the eastern margin of the Panthalassa Ocean, where they subsequently evolved in a fringingarc setting during Devonian time (Colpron and Nelson, 2009) . Late Paleozoic and Mesozoic events moved the terranes south, and eventually em placed them against western North America. An alternative model (Wright and Wyld, 2006 ) also recognizes the Caledonian affinity of some of these same terranes, but argues that they originated on the Gondwana margin and mi grated southward and westward along eastern Laurentia and then northward along western Laurentia. A possibility that the terranes migrated across the Panthalassa Ocean from Asian or Australian homelands has been considered by some, but is not favored based on paleomagnetic data and faunal prove nance (Gehrels et al., 1996; Soja, 2008) .
A key to understanding the evolution of the Cordilleran margin is in recent work suggesting that several of the pericratonic terranes (or parts of them) have connections to both western Laurentia and western Baltica or eastern Laurentia at the same time, based on their detrital zircon signatures and geo Schermer et al. | Arctic terranes in northwestern Washington GEOSPHERE | Volume 14 | Number 2 logic history (Wright and Wyld, 2006; Wright and Grove, 2009; Brown et al., 2010; Tochilin et al., 2014; Pecha et al., 2016) . In addition, upper Devonian rocks of the Cordilleran passive margin and Antler foredeep contain westderived nonLaurentian debris (e.g., Stevenson et al., 2000; Wright and Grove, 2009; Brown et al., 2010; Beranek et al., 2016) , suggesting arrival of terranes off west ern Laurentia by that time. Distinguishing what is truly an exotic terrane from a pericratonic basinal deposit that received debris from an approaching or accreting terrane is necessary to understand the timing of terrane accretion. Some of the pericratonic terranes, including the Chilliwack composite terrane ( Figs. 1 and 2) , the focus of this study, contain evidence for preDevonian defor mation, metamorphism, and magmatism (unknown in western Laurentia), to gether with Early Devonian and older detritus from western Laurentia (Brown et al., 2010 ). An Early Devonian link between Baltican terranes and western North America would place severe constraints on models that propose a Late Devonian arrival of exotic terranes (Wright and Wyld, 2006; Colpron and Nel son, 2009 ). This apparently contradictory evidence is a problem addressed in our study. We also consider broader tectonic models to explain deformation within terranes and the timing and tectonic setting of magmatism.
We use field mapping of the Yellow Aster Complex (YAC; YA in Fig. 2) , the basement of the Chilliwack terrane, together with combined UPb and Lu/Hf analysis on zircons, to interpret age, provenance, and geologic history to ad dress the following questions.
1. Is the pericratonic signature in the Chilliwack terrane definitively west ern Laurentian (i.e., is it related to YukonTanana, as proposed by Brown et al., 2010) ?
2. Is the Alexander terrane present in western Washington as part of the Chilliwack composite terrane, or does the Chilliwack terrane contain debris shed from the Alexander terrane into a basin off the coast of western or Arctic Laurentia (e.g., Hoffnagle, 2014; Hoffnagle et al., 2014) ? In addition to defining an important element of the Paleozoic tectonic evolution, this question has im plications for Mesozoic reconstruction of the Cordillera, because the Chilliwack terrane had a Mesozoic history very different from that of the YukonTanana and Alexander terranes.
3. What is the timing and significance of Paleozoic magmatism, defor mation, and metamorphism in the YAC? Are these events that occurred in a Caledonian setting, later transported to western Laurentia, something that oc curred during transit, or is this a previously unrecognized, perhaps local, event that occurred while the terrane was adjacent to western Laurentia? 
GEOLOGIC AND TECTONIC SETTING OF THE YAC
Breakup of Rodinia in Neoproterozoic time led to development of the Cordilleran passive margin along the western edge of Laurentia (Fig. 1) . Late Protero zoic to Paleozoic passive margin strata have been extensively studied, and their detrital zircons record erosion of the western Laurentian craton, with a characteristic pattern of Precambrian zircon ages that varies somewhat from north to south (Gehrels et al., , 2000 Gehrels and Ross, 1998; Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) . Paleozoic through Cenozoic orogenic events have displaced the passive margin rocks, but their parautochthonous heritage is recorded in stratigraphic, faunal, and detrital zircon characteristics. Terranes outboard of the parautochthonous rocks contain some ties to western North America, but their Paleozoic and Mesozoic geological histories record separation from the continent by oceanic basins of variable, but possibly large, extent. These peri Laurentian or pericratonic terranes are thought to have formed as the continen tal margin was rifted during Devonian time to form the Slide Mountain ocean, with a subduction zone and island arc at its outer edge (Rubin et al., 1990a; Gehrels et al., 1991; Colpron and Nelson, 2009 ). The periLaurentian fringing arc terranes include the YukonTanana, Stikinia, and Quesnellia (Fig. 1) . The Chilliwack composite terrane of Washington and southern British Columbia (as defined in Brown et al., 2010) has long been thought to be broadly cor relative with these Paleozoic arc terranes (Brown and Vance, 1987; Brandon et al., 1988) .
A belt of terranes that have few ties to western North America until late Meso zoic time lies outboard of the pericratonic terranes. The origin and dis placement history of these more exotic terranes are controversial. One of the largest, the Alexander terrane ( Fig. 1 ), has been interpreted to have its origins in western Baltica, based on the timing of orogenic events, detrital zir con signature, paleomagnetism, and paleontology (Bazard et al., 1995; Butler et al., 1997; Gehrels et al., 1996; Soja and Antoshkina, 1997; Grove et al., 2008; Beranek et al., 2012 Beranek et al., , 2013a Beranek et al., , 2013b Tochilin et al., 2014; White et al., 2016) . The Alexander terrane is thought to have been accreted to the western Yukon Tanana terrane prior to Middle Jurassic time (van der Heyden, 1992; McClel land et al., 1992) ; however, final attachment to western North America may not have occurred until Cretaceous time (Crawford et al., 1987; Rubin et al., 1990b; Rubin and Saleeby, 1992) .
The Chilliwack composite terrane ( Fig. 2) consists of three elements: (1) meta morphic basement in the North Cascades (the YAC), consisting of metamor phosed quartzose and carbonate sediments intruded by Silurian to Devonian mafic to felsic plutonic rocks (YA in Fig. 2 Brown et al., 2010) . Work by Brown et al. (2010) and Hoffnagle et al. (2014) sug gests lithologic and age similarities to both Baltican and Laurentian terranes, and possible mixing of sediment derived from both sources. In this study we focus on the YAC to evaluate the geologic and tectonic history and origin of the basement of the Chilliwack composite terrane.
GEOLOGY OF THE YAC

Previous Work
The YAC consists of kilometerscale faultbound tectonic blocks that crop out within the North Cascades thrust system (Fig. 2) . Early workers defined the YAC as an orthogneiss (Misch, 1966; Mattinson, 1972) while later work recognized pyroxene, quartzose, and calcsilicate paragneisses in addition to orthogneiss and unfoliated intrusives (Blackwell, 1983; and Walker, 1992; Tabor et al., 2003) . Although most paragneisses are nearly completely recrystallized, detrital textures are preserved locally. The protoliths have been interpreted as quartzosearkosic sands and carbonates that were deposited on a passive margin (Brown and Dragovich, 2003; Brown et al., 2010) . Intrusive rocks crosscut the paragneisses. Although orthogneiss is pres ent, undeformed intrusions predominate (e.g., Blackwell, 1983; Sevigny, 1983; Brown et al., 2010) . The undeformed intrusions comprise a wide range of grain sizes and compositions, from granite and rhyolite to gabbro and basalt. The paragneissic rocks of the YAC were metamorphosed to amphibolite facies with a later greenschist facies overprint (Misch, 1966; Mattinson, 1972; Brown et al., 1981; Sevigny, 1983) . Highgrade metamorphism ca. 415 Ma was inferred from a concordant UPb date on sphene (Mattinson, 1972) .
Determining the age of the YAC has been problematic. The earliest radio metric dates suggested a possible Precambrian age for the paragneisses, to gether with Paleozoic arc magmatism based on discordant ages on paragneis sic rocks and sparse ages on felsic intrusions (Mattinson, 1972; Rasbury and Walker, 1992) . Detrital zircon dating of one quartzose paragneiss sample (YA2, Fig. 2 ) yielded predominantly Proterozoic ages, with the two youngest zircons ca. 1000 Ma (Brown and Gehrels, 2007) . Two posttectonic intrusions (YA3, YA4, Fig. 2 ) were dated as 418 and 410 Ma (Brown et al., 2010) . The UPb and lithologic data led to the suggestion (Brown and Gehrels, 2007; Brown et al., 2010) that the paragneiss was derived from Ordovician passive margin strata deposited along western Laurentia. Intrusions of similar age (418-375 Ma) (Mattinson, 1972; Whetten et al., 1978; Brown et al., 2010) and composition in the Turtleback Complex in the San Juan Islands led workers to correlate the two terranes as part of an early Paleozoic arc complex (Brown and Vance, 1987; Brandon et al., 1988; Brown et al., 2010) . The YAC and Turtleback complex are interpreted as the basement to a cover of correlated Devonian to Permian volcanic and sedimentary units (Chilliwack and East Sound Groups; Fig. 2 ) in the Chilliwack composite terrane (Brown et al., 2010) .
The YAC occurs as kilometerscale tectonic blocks within the Bell Pass mélange, a very low grade tectonic assemblage that also includes blocks of metamorphosed chert, phyllite, metavolcanic rock, metagraywacke, and ultra mafic rock (Fig. 2) . The youngest components of the mélange (late Early Cretaceous sandstone) and age constraints on faulting (ca. 90 Ma) (Brown and Gehrels, 2007; indicate a Late Cretaceous thrust setting. Although controversy exists around the kinematics of thrusting (e.g., McGroder, 1991; Cowan and Brandon, 1994; Brown, 2012) , the brittle character and very low grade of metamorphism do not affect consideration of the provenance and internal crosscutting relationships of rocks within the YAC. We are, however, unable to use kinematic data from the metamorphic tec tonites of the YAC to interpret the deformational history because blocks have likely been reoriented during Cretaceous thrusting. The presence of the YAC in the lowgrade mélange is, however, fortunate for our understanding of Paleo zoic events, as similar terranes to the north and south have been intruded by Jurassic-Cretaceous plutons of the Coast Plutonic Complex and Sierra Nevada batholiths ( Fig. 1) , obscuring their older history.
New Mapping
In this study we focused our mapping and sampling on the largest expo sures of the YAC in the vicinity of Yellow Aster Meadows and Schreiber's Meadow (Figs. 2 and 3). Additional sampling was conducted at road cuts near Kidney Creek and Schreiber's Meadow (Fig. 2 ). Paragneiss is cut by a wide array of small, unfoliated dikes, sills, and irregularly shaped intrusive bodies that are not dated and are not shown in Figure 3 . In our detailed map area, orthogneiss occurs in a tectonic block separate from the majority of the paragneiss (Fig. 3) .
The paragneiss unit consists of intercalated quartzose calcsilicate para gneiss, quartzofeldspathic paragneiss, and local marble and quartzite. Local exposures of an augen gneiss with a possible volcanic protolith were also ob served, consistent with earlier observations of Brown et al. (2010) . We discov ered lowstrain rocks that add significant constraints on the metasedimentary sequence, especially with regard to the two most abundant rock types, the quartzose calcsilicate paragneiss and quartzofeldspathic paragneiss.
Quartzose Calc-Silicate Paragneiss
Finegrained quartzose calcsilicate paragneiss contains continuous quartz and plagioclaserich layers alternating with diopsiderich layers. These lay ers define millimeterscale mylonitic to gneissic foliation ( Fig. 4A ). Typically, the calcsilicate contains at least 25% quartz (commonly >50%) with variable amounts of plagioclase (15%-25%), diopside (10%-25%), and epidote (10%-15%). Less abundant minerals include tremoliteactinolite, calcite, and titanite. Calcsilicate paragneiss is interbedded with quartzite and marble ( Fig. 4B ). Contacts between these lithologies are typically sharp. Evidence of varying strain intensity in quartzrich layers includes recrystallized quartz, subgrains, and quartz ribbons with undulose extinction. Unstrained quartz grains are rare, but weakly strained unrecrystallized grains are locally abundant. Diopside is locally strained and partially reacted to epidote and actinolite. Detrital textures are locally preserved, including rounded monocrystalline quartz grains and polycrystalline grains interpreted as felsic plutonic clasts ( Fig. 4C ).
Quartzofeldspathic Paragneiss (Arkosic Paragneiss)
Quartzofeldspathic paragneiss is characterized by a high percentage of quartz (>60%), locally abundant coarse feldspar, and a general lack of clino pyroxene. Other minerals in this lithology include variable amounts of plagio clase (10%-25%), Kfeldspar (5%-10%), muscovite (5%-15%), and chlorite (5%-15%). Trace amounts of metamorphic garnet, typically fractured and partially replaced by chlorite, are also present. Quartzofeldspathic para gneiss typically has ~5mmthick layering and is medium to coarse grained. Some outcrops consist of centimeterscale alternating bands of feldspar and quartzrich layers that appear to preserve detrital textures ( Fig. 4D ). Owing to the abundance of feldspar ( Fig. 4E ) and the common presence of grain size and compositional layering, we call this unit arkosic paragneiss. Quartz is mostly fine to medium grained and recrystallized. Larger quartz rib bons are also present, and nearly all coarsegrained quartz is strained, show ing signs of undulatory extinction and subgrains.
At Yellow Aster Meadows the contact between the two types of paragneiss is exposed as a foliationparallel interlayering (Figs. 4F and 5). Contacts be tween the different paragneisses are both abrupt and gradational ( Fig. 4F ). Near the contact, arkosic paragneiss outcrops contain centimeterscale alter nating bands of feldspar and quartzrich layers (Figs. 4D and 5) . Over ~3 m of structural section, layers of calcsilicate paragneiss become thinner and less abundant relative to layers of arkosic paragneiss. The grain size also changes, with fine pebbles and coarse sand grains in the arkosic paragneiss and fine sand to siltsize grains in the calcsilicate. Seen in thin section, the transition from arkosic to calcsilicate paragneiss includes the addition of clinopyroxene, epidote, and titanite. Penetrative strain along the contact is relatively low. The contact appears to be premetamorphic and is interpreted to be originally depo si tional, although we cannot rule out premetamorphic brittle faulting.
The field and petrographic data suggest that the protoliths of the YAC paragneiss unit include arkosic sandstone and local finepebble conglomerate (arkosic paragneiss), quartz arenite (quartzite), calcareous siltstone and mud stone (calcsilicate paragneiss), and marble. Together with plutonicderived clasts and abundant zircon (see following) these units are interpreted to repre sent a shallowmarine sequence fringing a continental margin magmatic arc. outcrops do not display Kfeldspar augen. Contacts between Kfeldsparrich and poor rock types were not found, and major and traceelement geochemis try of the two varieties are very similar, with a granite composition (Kirkham, 2015) . Quartz diorite has been reported by prior workers (Mattinson, 1972) . In the granite gneiss, feldspar augen occur in a matrix of quartz (35%), plagioclase (25%-30%), Kfeldspar (15%-20%), chlorite (5%-10%), and muscovite (5%) with minor epidote and calcite. A weak to moderate foliation is defined by layers of coarsegrained quartz and plagioclase with mylonitic chlorite. Foliation wraps euhedral Kfeldspar phenocrysts ( Fig. 6D ). Coarsegrained quartz occurs as ribbons with undulose extinction. The relationship between the orthogneiss and paragneiss is uncertain. Calcsilicate paragneiss crops out adjacent to ortho gneiss east of Yellow Aster Butte (Fig. 3) , and occurs as float within the area of mapped orthogneiss, but the contact was never observed and is locally marked by serpentinite, suggesting overprinting during later faulting.
Orthogneiss
Coarsegrained mafic orthogneiss is locally observed to intrude the para gneiss. Compositional layering in this unit suggests a protolith of layered gabbro; the compositional layering is folded and crosscut by metamorphic foliation.
Weakly foliated leucogranite gneiss (quartzfeldsparmuscovite ± biotite) crosscuts the paragneiss (Figs. 6E, 6F). Intrusions that crosscut foliation at a low angle also contain foliation parallel to that in the wall rock and are boudi naged in the foliation plane, suggesting syntectonic intrusion (Figs. 6E, 6F). Although similar appearance, mineral content, and weak foliation suggest that these dikes and irregular intrusions may be related to the granitic orthogneiss, differences in chemistry and Hf isotopes (see following) do not support that hypothesis.
Post-Tectonic Intrusions
Felsic and mafic igneous rocks intrude both paragneiss and orthogneiss. Decameterscale irregular bodies of fine to mediumgrained and porphyritic tonalite, diorite, and gabbro appear to predate finegrained to aphanitic dikes. These intrusions appear to postdate ductile deformation and highgrade meta morphism based on fragmented and foliated wall rock preserved within the intrusions and observed crosscutting relationships. Posttectonic intrusions were sampled, but with the exception of one sample (91-458, Fig. 6B ), did not yield zircon for UPb dating.
Sample Descriptions
We collected 11 samples of paragneiss from Schreibers Meadow and Yellow Aster Meadows. At Schreibers Meadow (Fig. 2) , samples were collected from large blocks in a boulder field below cliff outcrops of paragneiss intruded by posttectonic intrusions. Compositional variation and crosscutting relations are more easily observed in the fresh blocks than in the cliff face. Samples EAH10b and EAH11 consist of quartzose calcsilicate paragneiss that occurs inter calated with marble and intruded by mafic and felsic dikes ( Fig. 4B ). Sample 14YA1 is quartzose calcsilicate paragneiss that is intruded by the posttectonic leuco cratic intrusion dated in Brown et al. (2010) as 418 Ma. Sample EAH03 is a pyroxene calcsilicate paragneiss with no compositional layering. In the field we originally interpreted EAH03 as an orthogneiss due to its homogeneous appearance over several meters, and analyzed it as an igneous sample. Sam ple YA5 is a calcsilicate paragneiss collected from a roadcut ~2 km southeast of Schreibers Meadow (Fig. 2) . At Yellow Aster Meadows, samples of arkosic paragneiss include 91-456, 13YA1, and 14YA28 (Fig. 3) . These samples contain centimeterthick compositional layering defined by differing quartz and feld spar abundance, as well as different grain size ( Fig. 4) 
METHODS
Zircon separation was done at Western Washington University and the Ari zona LaserChron Center using standard sample preparation (Gehrels et al., 2000 Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) . UPb geochronology of zircons was conducted by laser ablation-multicollector inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (LAMCICPMS) at the Arizona LaserChron Center Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) . Sri Lanka, FC1, and R33 zircon crystals are used as primary standards.
Mass spectrometry analysis for this study was conducted in multiple ses sions. For UPb geochronology analyses prior to 2014 (EAH samples and YA5), ~100 detrital zircons and 25 magmatic zircons were analyzed with a spot di ameter of 30 µm. In 2014-2015 sessions (samples prefaced by 13YA, 14YA, and 91-), analysis of 400 detrital zircons and 50 magmatic zircons was done for samples with sufficient zircon, and the spot size was 20 µm. For detrital zircon analyses, cathodoluminescence (CL) and backscatter electron images were used to select grains randomly, only avoiding grains that were too small or that had cracks or inclusions. In the detrital zircon samples most grains have very thin unzoned rims, interpreted as metamorphic (Supplemental Fig. S1 1 Figure S1 : Cathodolumines cence backscatter electron images for selected detrital zircon samples. Figure S2 : Cathodoluminescence images for orthogneiss sample 14YA27. Table S1 : UPb data and sample location information. an igneous core (e.g., a prismatic grain with growth zoning) was surrounded by a metamorphic (e.g., rounded and/or unzoned) rim, we analyzed the core. In grains with apparent xenocrystic igneous cores and texturally distinct igneous rims, we analyzed the outer igneous part if it was large enough. For igneous samples, we targeted prismatic grains with no inclusions and growth zoning evident on CL images. Grains where both core and rim were analyzed are indi cated in Table S1 (footnote 1) by C and R, respectively. Example CL images are shown in Figures S1 and S2 (footnote 1).
UPb analytical data are reported in Table S1 (footnote 1). Uncertainties shown in these tables are at the 1σ level, and include only measurement errors. For ages older than 600 Ma, analyses that are >20% discordant (by comparison of 206 Pb/ 238 U and 206 Pb/ 207 Pb ages) or >5% reverse discordant are not considered further, and are typically not listed in Table S1 . For ages younger than 600 Ma, where discordance cannot be accurately calculated due to the imprecision of the 206 Pb/ 207 Pb age , we used a 40% discordance cutoff. Discordant grains are shown by strikeout in Table S1 . The Best Age column is determined from 206 Pb/ 238 U age for analyses with 206 Pb/ 238 U ages younger than 900 Ma and from 206 Pb/ 207 Pb age for analyses with 206 Pb/ 238 U ages older than 900 Ma.
The resulting interpreted ages are shown on Pb*/U concordia diagrams and relative ageprobability diagrams using the routines in Isoplot (Lud wig, 2008) ( Table S1 ). The ageprobability diagrams show each age and its uncertainty (for measurement error only) as a normal distribution, and sum all ages from a sample into a single curve. For detrital samples, com posite age probability plots are made from an inhouse Excel program that normalizes each curve according to the number of constituent analyses, such that each curve contains the same area, and then stacks the prob ability curves. For igneous samples and analysis of the maximum depo sitional age of detrital samples, the weighted mean diagrams show the weighted mean (weighting according to the square of the internal uncer tainties), the uncertainty of the weighted mean, the external (systematic) uncertainty that corresponds to the ages used, the final uncertainty of the age (determined by quadratic addition of the weighted mean and external uncertainties), and the MSWD (mean square of weighted deviates) of the data set. Age peaks shown on probability diagrams and discussed in text were calculated using the Unmix routine in Isoplot (Ludwig, 2008) and the inhouse Age Pick program.
Hf isotope analyses were conducted with a Nu HR (high resolution) ICPMS connected to a Photon Machines Analyte G2 excimer laser. Seven different standard zircons (Mud Tank, 91500, Temora, R33, FC52, Plesovice, and Sri Lanka) were analyzed with unknowns on the same epoxy mounts. Laser abla tion analyses were conducted with a laser beam diameter of 40 µm, with the ablation pits located on top of the UPb analysis pits. CL images were used to ensure that the ablation pits do not overlap multiple age domains or inclu sions. Zircons for Hf analyses were selected to include the major age groups identified from the UPb dating. Hf isotopic composition is monitored during each analysis. Any analyses that show a downhole change in Hf isotopic com position were rejected. This helps eliminate analyses that are compromised by ablation of multiple age domains.
The 176 Hf/ 177 Hf at time of crystallization is calculated from measurement of presentday 176 Hf/ 177 Hf and 176 Lu/ 177 Hf, using the decay constant of 176 Lu (λ = 1.867e -11 ) from Söderlund et al. (2004) . Depleted mantle model ages are not calculated because the 176 Hf/ 177 Hf and 176 Lu/ 177 Hf of the source materials from which the zircon crystallized are not known.
U-Pb AND Hf RESULTS
Detrital Zircon Samples
We chose three samples of arkosic paragneiss and eight samples of quartz ose calcsilicate paragneiss for geochronologic analysis. Zircons in the parag neisses range from <20 to ~150 µm; calcsilicate paragneiss samples are finer grained than the arkosic paragneiss, typically yielding fewer zircons large enough for both UPb and Hf analyses. Results are reported in Figures 7 and 8 and Tables S1 and S2 (footnote 1). Analyses are predominantly from individual zircon grains, with relatively few core and rim analyses (Table S1; Fig. S1 ; see footnote 1).
Arkosic Paragneiss
Sample 13YA1 yielded 267 UPb analyses and 118 Hf analyses. The young est age peak is at 414 Ma, and prominent peaks occur at 1900-1800 Ma and 2567 Ma within a broad assemblage of grains from 2700 to 1000 Ma (Fig. 7) . The εHf (t) values of the Paleozoic grains range from -20 to -57 ( Fig. 8 ). Hf isotopes of Precambrian grains form two populations, with a cluster of 1700-1000 Ma grains with positive εHf (t) and a spread of late Neoproterozoic to Archean grains along a crustal evolution curve that intersects the depleted mantle curve at 3.0 Ga (Fig. 8) .
Sample 91-456 yielded 264 UPb and 57 Hf analyses. The youngest age peak is at 408 Ma. Precambrian grains yield a series of small peaks from 2700 to 1000 Ma, with the largest peak at 1880-1840 Ma and subsidiary peaks at 1658 and ca. 2570 Ma (Fig. 7) . The εHf (t) values of Paleozoic grains range from -10 to -40, those of Proterozoic grains younger than 1800 Ma are predomi nantly 0-10, and grains older than 1800 Ma plot roughly along a crustal evolu tion curve extending back to before 3.0 Ga (Fig. 8) .
Sample 14YA28 yielded 98 UPb analyses and 66 Hf analyses. The predomi nant age peak occurs at 402 Ma, with subsidiary peaks at 1900-1800 and ca. 2500 Ma and a series of smaller peaks in the age range from 3000 to 1000 Ma (Fig. 7) . The εHf (t) values for Devonian grains range from -5 to -15, and Protero zoic and Archean grains form two populations, with 1800-1000 Ma grains hav ing predominantly positive εHf (t) values [εHf (t) +2 to +10] and older grains plotting along a 3.0 Ga crustal evolution curve with the other arkosic samples (Fig. 8) 
Calc-Silicate Paragneiss
Samples analyzed for UPb (but not Hf; Hoffnagle, 2014) include four sam ples from Schrieber's Meadow (EAH03, EAH10b, EAH11, YA5) and one from Yellow Aster Meadows (EAH39). Samples EAH03 (n = 26), EAH10b (n = 60), and EAH11 (n = 84) contain predominantly Devonian grains, with age peaks at 390 Ma, 409 Ma, and 403 Ma, respectively, together with a small number of Precambrian grains (Fig. 7) . In sample YA5 (n = 54), approximately half the grains are Precambrian, scattered from 2000 to 1000 Ma; Paleozoic grains range from 420 to 360 Ma and form peaks ca. 417 and 394 Ma (Fig. 7) . In con trast, sample EAH39 (n = 88) contains abundant Precambrian grains forming a broad set of peaks between 2000 and 1000 Ma and relatively fewer Paleozoic grains with a poorly defined peak at 429 Ma (Fig. 7) .
Calcsilicate paragneiss samples analyzed for both UPb and Hf include 14YA1 from Schreibers Meadows, and 14YA15 and 14YA19 from Yellow Aster Meadows. Sample 14YA1 yielded 271 UPb analyses and 43 Hf analyses. UPb ages are strongly clustered at 405 Ma (Fig. 7) . The εHf (t) for the Paleozoic grains ranges from ~0 to -14 ( Fig. 8) . Sample 14YA15 yielded 302 analyses and 66 Hf analyses. Paleozoic grains are relatively sparse and the youngest peak com posed of ≥3 grains is ca. 432 Ma; Precambrian grains form peaks at 984, 1164 Ma, 1642, and 1754 Ma and a lower set of peaks between 3000 and 2300 Ma (Fig. 7) . The εHf (t) values of the Paleozoic grains range from +9 to -22 while εHf (t) for the Precambrian grains are dominantly positive, ranging from ~+10 to -5 ( Fig. 8) . Sample 14YA19 yielded 150 UPb and 41 Hf analyses. The probability plot re sembles that of samples 14YA15 and EAH39 for the Precambrian grains, but the Paleozoic grains show peaks with ≥3 grains at 453 and 396 Ma (Fig. 7 ; Table S1 ; footnote 1). The εHf (t) values of the Paleozoic grains (n = 6) range from -4 to -14, while Precambrian grains range from -5 to +9 (Fig. 8) .
Igneous Samples
Orthogneiss
The three orthogneiss samples contain a mix of Ordovician to Devonian zircons ranging in size from ~50 to 200 µm; age interpretations are complicated by evidence of both inheritance and Pb loss, and an inability to resolve discor dance for these populations. After discarding anomalously highU grains in samples that contain distinct populations of lower U and higher U grains, us ing the Unmix routine in Isoplot (Ludwig, 2008) , and calculating the weighted mean age of the youngest population, the age of each sample was estimated. Orthogneiss samples 14YA21, 14YA27, and 91-457 have weighted mean ages of ca. 407, ca. 410, and ca. 406 Ma, respectively ( Fig. 9 ). However, 14YA21 also contains a population of ca. 395 Ma zircons that is neither substantially higher in U content than the older population (Table S1 ; footnote 1) nor visually dis tinct from it. Two of the samples contain significant populations of ca. 460-440 Ma grains that are not identifiable as distinct in CL images ( Fig. 9; Fig.  S2 ; see footnote 1). The εHf (t) values for all three orthogneiss samples cluster tightly between 0 and -6 ( Fig. 10 ).
Dikes
Two samples of syntectonic felsic dikes were analyzed. Samples 14YA11 and EAH34 appear to crosscut foliation in the paragneiss at a low angle but also are weakly deformed. Both samples yield abundant Precambrian zircons and few Paleozoic grains; grain sizes are typically <100 µm. In sample 14YA11, a selection of 7 Paleozoic grains form a linear array on the TeraWasserburg plot yielding an approximate age of 410 Ma (Fig. 9 ). Sample EAH34 did not contain enough Paleozoic ages to determine an emplacement age, but the youngest single grain is 406 ± 8 Ma (Table S1 [footnote 1]). Hf analysis of sample 14YA11 (Fig. 10) shows Paleozoic grains with εHf (t) values of -5 to -27, and negative values on the Precambrian grains that are similar to those of the calcsilicate paragneiss it intrudes (represented by sample 14YA19). We suspect that the majority of grains in both dike samples are inherited from the wallrock para gneiss, thus it is difficult to establish a precise intrusion age; both dikes are likely younger than ca. 410 Ma.
One posttectonic dike sample yielded zircon. The youngest population in sample 91-458 is 409.2 ± 2.5 Ma and its weighted mean age is 411.0 ± 2.6 Ma (Fig. 9 ). Cores of several Paleozoic zircons range from 2086 to 1815 Ma. This dike crosscuts the orthogneiss of sample 91-457 (406 ± 2 Ma) (Fig. 6B) . The weighted mean age of the dike is older than the age of the rock it crosscuts, suggesting a component of inheritance in the dike, and the age is likely younger than ca. 409 Ma. The combination of geologic and geochronologic data is consistent with the ages overlapping ca. 408-407 Ma. Hf analysis of dike sample 91-458 yields a range of values from -5 to -27 for the Paleozoic grains (Fig. 10 ).
INTERPRETATION Depositional Ages of Paragneiss Protolith
There are no fossils in the YAC, so we use detrital zircon ages and cross cutting relations with plutonic rocks to infer the stratigraphic age of the para gneiss protolith. We calculated the maximum depositional age (MDA) of each paragneiss sample using the inhouse AgePick procedure and MDA guide lines (www.laserchron.org) and the Unmix routine in Isoplot (Ludwig, 2008) for the youngest peak containing 3 or more grains with ages within 2σ error of each other (Dickinson and Gehrels, 2009 ) (histograms in Table S1; see foot note 1). In an attempt to eliminate zircons that might have undergone Pb loss during metamorphism, for the MDA analysis we also plotted U concentration versus age and eliminated the youngest grains in a sample that show an in verse relationship between U and age (these grains are shown on the proba bility plots). The youngest grains in some samples (14YA28, 91-456, 13YA1), and a few grains of a variety of ages in most samples have U/Th ratios >15, a possible indication that they are metamorphic zircons. However, the wide age range of these zircons, and the fact that they have sizes, shapes, and textures similar to igneous zircons on CL images ( Fig. S1 ; see footnote 1) suggests that these are detrital grains, not in situ metamorphic zircons (Fig. 11 ). For example, in EAH11 and 14YA28, the metamorphic zircons are similar in grain size range and roundness to igneous ones ( Fig. S1C; see footnote 1 ). Maxi mum depositional ages range from 409 ± 1 to 390 ± 3 Ma for the Schreibers Meadows samples, and 432 ± 6 to 396 ± 8 Ma for the Yellow Aster Meadows samples (Fig. 7) . Owing to the apparently wide age range of Paleozoic zircons in the source area, combined with the difficulty of detecting Pb loss in indi vidual grains of this age, we can only approximate the MDA of most samples. Nonetheless, the ages suggest Silurian to Early Devonian deposition, an inter pretation consistent with previous ages of ca. 418-300 Ma for crosscutting in trusive rocks (Mattinson, 1972; Rasbury and Walker, 1992; Brown et al., 2010) . The narrow age range of zircons in calcsilicate paragneiss samples such as EAH10b, EAH11, and 14YA1, the presence of very few inherited grains, and the observation of abundant fine euhedral zircons in these samples suggest a tuffaceous component in the sediments, indicating proximity to an active arc ca. 400 Ma. We collected two sets of samples at Yellow Aster Meadows that appear to be in stratigraphic succession, a hypothesis that can be tested using the apparent maximum depositional ages. The northern sequence, in order from structurally low to high, includes EAH39 (MDA 429 ± 5 Ma), 13YA1 (MDA 414 ± 8 Ma), and 14YA28 (MDA 403 ± 5 Ma). The southern sequence includes 14YA15 (MDA 432 ± 6 Ma) and 91-456 (MDA 407 ± 2 Ma) ( Figs. 3 and 7) . Maximum depositional ages appear to be consistent with this sequence being upright, but possibly span a much longer period of time than the actual sedimentation, because the thickness perpendicular to the foliation is only ~10 m and there is a possibility that, given the small number and fine grain size of grains in the arkosic unit, we did not analyze the youngest grains. The possibility that there is an unconformity between the two types of paragneiss is unlikely be cause neither the calcsilicate nor arkose ages are consistently younger than the other (Fig. 7) .
Different Provenance of Two Paragneiss Protoliths
While all the paragneiss samples show evidence of a combined prove nance of Precambrian craton and Ordovician to Early Devonian arc rocks, the UPb age patterns and the Hf isotope data suggest that the arkosic paragneiss and the calcsilicate paragneiss were derived predominantly from different sources. Precambrian grains in the calcsilicate paragneiss show a broad peak from 2000 to 900 Ma and a small peak ca. 2700 Ma, while those in arkosic paragneiss have a predominant peak at 1800 Ma, fewer grains in the range 1700-900 Ma, and several small peaks in the range 3000-2000 Ma (Fig. 7B) . Hf isotopes are also distinct, with significantly more negative εHf (t) in the arkosic relative to the calcsilicate paragneiss, particularly in Paleozoic grains (Fig. 8) .
A significantly higher percentage of Paleozoic grains in the arkosic paragneiss are possibly metamorphic grains with U/Th > 15 (31/46) relative to the calcsili cate paragneiss (28/488), suggesting derivation from an early Paleozoic oro genic belt (Fig. 11 ). Both units contain abundant Ordovician-Early Devonian age detrital zircons with U/Th < 10, suggesting derivation from early Paleozoic arc terranes. In both types of paragneiss, Precambrian zircons occur as in dividual grains and as cores surrounded by Paleozoic zircon. However, the significantly more negative εHf (t) value in the arkosic paragneiss suggests that its proto lith received detritus from a continental arc built on Archean crust, while at the same time, the calcsilicate protolith arc source was more juvenile or built on Proterozoic crust (Figs. 8 and 10 ). Because relict detrital quartz, feldspar, and lithic grains in the arkosic paragneiss are typically much coarser than in the calcsilicate paragneiss, we interpret a relatively proximal source. Despite field and petrographic similarities, there is a distinct difference be tween calcsilicate samples from Schreibers Meadows and those from Yellow Aster Meadows; the former contain predominantly Devonian zircons, with fewer Precambrian zircons, and the Devonian zircons are typically euhedral. The samples from Yellow Aster Meadows contain few Paleozoic grains rela tive to abundant Precambrian grains, and most grains are relatively rounded. We interpret the Schreibers Meadows calcsilicate protolith to represent a facies that was more proximal to the Devonian arc than the calcsilicate at Yellow Aster Meadows. 
Age and Tectonic Setting of Deformation and Metamorphism
The metamorphic and deformational history of the YAC can be inferred from the combined age data and field relationships. Intrusions interpreted to be pretectonic (orthogneiss), syntectonic, and posttectonic yield overlapping ages from ca. 410-406 Ma. Determination of the exact ages of events is prob lematic due to Pb loss and inheritance. However, dating of orthogneiss and a crosscutting dike from the same outcrops (samples 91-457, 91-458) that are within error of each other ca. 408-407 Ma suggests that one episode of defor ma tion and metamorphism occurred at this time in the Early Devonian. An older (Ordovician) age of deformation and initiation of magmatism within the YAC was inferred by Brown et al. (2010) from their posttectonic dike sample YA3, interpreted to be 418 Ma from the youngest population (n ≥3) of zircons in the sample. The maximum depositional age of sample 14YA1 (405 Ma), a sample of the wall rock cut by this dike, requires that the dike is younger and that the dated zircons in YA3, which range in age from 467 to 405 Ma (Brown et al., 2010) , are all inherited from the wall rock. The presence of three popu lations of Paleozoic zircons, ca. 400, ca. 420, and ca. 450 Ma, in most of the samples (including igneous samples) suggests a long history of magmatism from before 450 to after 400 Ma within the YAC and within the source area of its sedimentary protoliths. The felsic composition of igneous rocks, trace element data (Kirkham, 2015) , and the negative εHf (t) further suggest that arc magma tism occurred in a continental margin environment. The wide range of εHf (t) for Ordovician-Devonian grains, and the inheritance of Silurian and Ordovician zircons in Devonian magmas, suggests a period of recycling of older crustal constituents. The εHf (t) for zircons in the orthogneiss are higher than those of similar age zircons in samples of dikes and paragneisses, suggesting these plutons may have been emplaced in thinner or younger (Proterozoic) crust. However, we do not claim that our sampling of arc plutonic rocks is complete, and more work needs to be done on the posttectonic plutonic suite.
DISCUSSION: ORIGIN OF THE YAC
Data from this study, when combined with previous work on similar early Paleozoic arc terranes in the North American Cordillera, yield insight into the origin and tectonic setting of the YAC and provide constraints on models for the accretion of fartraveled terranes to western North America. We evaluate the possible origin of the YAC by using our results to interpret the provenance of detrital zircons in the paragneisses and provide constraints on the possible loca tion of early Paleozoic arc magmatism and deformation. We compare the litho logic and isotopic data to similar age rocks of parautochthonous western North America, to accreted periLaurentian terranes such as the YukonTanana, and to exotic arc terranes such as the Alexander, Eastern Klamath, and Northern Sierra terranes (Fig. 1) , all of which have been previously proposed to be similar to YAC and the related Chilliwack terrane (Miller, 1987; Rubin et al., 1990a; Gehrels et al., 1991; Mortensen, 1992; Brown et al., 2010; Hoffnagle, 2014) . The combined UPb and Hf data provide an improved comparison tool for terrane correlation studies compared to the limited UPb data used in previous studies. Because the loca tion of YAC as blocks in a Cretaceous mélange prevents us from using kinematic data to reconstruct the tectonic history, we use comparisons with other terranes to put the YAC in the context of previous models for Paleozoic-Mesozoic evolu tion of western North America. We conclude with a brief summary of constraints on current models for how the YAC became incorporated in the Northwest Cas cades thrust system and was transported to its current location. Gehrels et al. (1991) proposed, on the basis of similar lithology and ages, that the YAC and part of the YukonTanana terrane in southeast Alaska were correlative. A periLaurentian affinity for the YAC and the composite Chilliwack terrane was supported by the observation (Brown et al., 2010) that UPb detrital zircons in the YAC are similar to the northern Cordilleran passive margin and the YukonTanana terrane, and the interpretation that the quartzrich sediment and marble indicate a passive margin setting for the YAC prior to arc magma tism, as also suggested for the YukonTanana terrane. The UPb data (Brown et al., 2010) only limited the paragneiss age to between 1000 and 418 Ma, so permissive correlations were made with Cambrian-Ordovician passive margin rocks as a basement to an Ordovician-Devonian arc. However, Brown et al. (2010) noted that magmatism appeared to have begun earlier in the YAC than in the YukonTanana terrane; Silurian arc magmatism is unknown in western Laurentia and thus they suggested that the Chilliwack terrane may have been connected to the Alexander terrane. Our UPb data require an Early Devonian age for most of the dated paragneiss samples, and the Hf data provide more basis for comparison with other terranes, thus we are able to reconsider and test the terrane correlations of Brown et al. (2010) .
Peri-Laurentian and Non-Laurentian Precambrian Detrital Zircon Patterns
To assess which continental margin the YAC formed on, we compare Precambrian detrital zircon patterns of YAC samples to data from passive margin rocks of western Laurentia, the Arctic margin, Greenland, and Bal tica for sedimentary rocks of Devonian and older age deposited on those margins, and to igneous rocks of the shield regions and magmatic arcs (Fig.  12) . We consider possible separate sources for the arkosic and calcsilicate paragneisses given their distinct lithologic and isotopic characteristics. UPb age and Hf isotope patterns of detrital zircons in the YAC arkosic paragneiss are most similar to strata of the northern British Columbia passive margin ( Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) , including a predominant age peak at 1.9-1.8 Ga and a smaller peak at 2.7-2.5 Ga (Fig. 12) . A major difference is the abundance of Ordovician-Devonian zircons, which are absent in passive margin strata older than Late Devo nian. The age of basement provinces exposed in northwest ern Laurentia is consistent with relatively local derivation of Paleoprotero zoic and Archean detritus in the arkosic paragneiss (e.g., Gehrels and Pecha, 2014 , and references cited therein). The broad array of 2.0-1.0 Ga UPb ages and the εHf (t) of these zircons in the calcsilicate paragneiss are unlike pre-Late Devonian strata of the northern Cordillera (Fig. 12 ), but are similar to Baltica, Greenland, and the northeast Canadian Shield, including a significant (11% of Precambrian grains) popula tion of grains within the 1.61-1.49 North American magmatic gap (NAMG) of Van Schmus et al. (1993) . A possible source of the abundant Mesoproterozoic zircons in the calcsilicate paragneiss exists in the 1.2-1.0 Ga Grenville orogen of eastern North America (Fig. 13) . The continuous array of 1.8-0.9 Ga grains is likely derived from the Sveconorwegian belt of southern Scandinavia and its reworking into Caledonian nappes (Bingen and Solli, 2009 ). Grains of this age are mostly absent from Early Devonian and older strata in British Columbia, but are abundant in passive margin strata of eastern Alaska, where they are inferred to have been sourced from a landmass offshore of northern Laurentia (Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) . Upper Devonian and younger passive margin strata typically contain Mesoproterozoic zircons, suggesting a source of these grains was available on the western margin by that time (Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) .
Similarities between the detrital zircon patterns of Devonian sedimentary rocks and Precambrian basement do not require that basement to be a di rect source of detritus. Various models have been proposed to explain the occurrence of Grenvilleaged detrital zircons in the western Laurentian pas sive margin. The Grenville clastic wedge formerly covered much of the North American craton and large transcontinental river systems delivered sediment of this age to the southwestern U.S. margin throughout Mesoproterozoic, Neoproterozoic, and early Paleozoic time (Rainbird et al., 1992 (Rainbird et al., , 2012 . Neo proterozoic and Cambrian strata of northern Canada contain a broad peak of 1.5-1.0 Ga grains interpreted as originating from the Grenville clastic wedge, and younger autochthonous strata with this same population are interpreted to record recycling of Neoproterozoic rocks rather than erosion of Grenvillian basement rocks (Hadlari et al., 2012) . The source of these rocks, in the Mack enzie Mountains (Fig. 13) (Hadlari et al., 2012 (Hadlari et al., , 2015 , could also be the source of the Precambrian population of grains in calcsilicate paragneiss in the YAC, rather than being more proximal to currently exposed Grenvilleaged rocks. NAMGage grains could be recycled from Belt Supergroup strata in southern British Columbia and the northwestern U.S. (Ross and Villeneuve, 2003) , but the absence of this population in nearby passive margin strata of southern British Columbia (Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) argues against that interpretation.
Sources of Early Paleozoic Zircon and Constraints on the Tectonic Setting of the YAC
Unlike YAC paragneisses, passive margin strata of western Laurentia con tain no Paleozoic detrital zircons until after Middle Devonian time (Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) . The abundance of Ordovician to Early Devonian detrital zircons in our samples suggests proximity to an arc that initiated before ca. 410 Ma, and the ages of orthogneiss and dikes indicate that the YAC was fully within a continental margin magmatic arc setting by ca. 410 Ma. Although populations of late Neoproterozoic to Early Devonian zircons in Late Devonian passive mar gin strata have been dated by UPb (Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) , Hf isotope data on these grains are extremely sparse. Three Early Devonian grains analyzed by Beranek et al. (2016) , show εHf (t) of -10 to -27. Data from Carboniferous and younger strata yield early Paleozoic zircons with εHf (t) values that are pre dominantly positive, but range from ~+15 to -15 (Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) . These data suggest that sources of early Paleozoic zircon were not adjacent to western Laurentia until Late Devonian time. We infer that the Early Devonian detrital zircons in the YAC are derived from local igneous sources due to the abundance of dikes and orthogneiss of appropriate ages; however, the origin of Ordovician-Silurian zircons remains problematic.
We can consider the possibility that an arc developed off western Laurentia 40-50 m.y. earlier than inferred by previous workers (Late Devonian, ca. 360 Ma; e.g., Nelson et al., 2006) , or the alternative, that the arc is exotic to western Laurentia (e.g., Gehrels et al., 1996; Harms et al., 2003; Wright and Wyld, 2006; Nelson, 2009, 2011; Miller et al., 2011; Beranek et al., 2013a Beranek et al., , 2013b White et al., 2016) . The comparison of Hf isotopes with known continental arcs of early Paleozoic orogens, including the Caledonides and Appalachians (Figs. 13 and 14) , reveals that for YAC samples the Hf values of Ordovician to Early Devonian zircons overlap with Caledonian igneous rocks but extend to more negative εHf (t) values and include younger grains. Examination of Figure 12 suggests that while the UPb age pattern of the YAC data set is similar to both Greenland and Baltica, there is a greater proportion of Archean and Devonian grains and a lack of Neoproterozoic grains in the YAC. These observations, combined with the extremely negative εHf in Paleoproterozoic and Paleozoic grains, suggest a source area in the northeastern Canadian Shield or Green land rather than in Scandinavia or western Laurentia. Arctic terranes that contain early Paleozoic magmatic and sedimentary rocks with Precambrian detrital zircon UPb age spectra similar to those of the YAC, such as Pearya (Hadlari et al., 2014; Malone et al., 2014) , the Canadian Arctic Islands (Anfinson et al., 2012) , and Arctic Alaska (Miller et al., 2011) , are not a likely source for the early Paleozoic detrital zircons in the YAC because these areas contain zircons in the age range of 700-500 Ma, which are not common in YAC rocks, and the εHf (t) values for Paleozoic zircons are dominantly positive (e.g., Franklinian field in Fig. 12) (Anfinson et al., 2012) .
Our constraints on the age of deformation and metamorphism (ca. 410-400 Ma) require a position in the hanging wall of an early Paleozoic subduction system such as the AppalachianCaledonide belt. The Early Devonian ages postdate the peak Caledonian collision and metamorphic events ca. 425 Ma (e.g., Roberts, 2003) ; however, evidence of later magmatism and metamor phism in northeast Greenland (Gilotti et al., 2004; Gilotti and McClelland, 2007) suggests that tectonism in this part of the orogen lasted to ca. 360 Ma. Defor mation in the YAC is older than the Antler orogeny in southwestern Laurentia and the Ellesmerian orogeny in Arctic Laurentia (Fig. 13) . The age of deforma tion in some Arctic terranes, e.g., the late Silurian to Early Devonian in Pearya (Trettin, 1991) and the Early Devonian Romanzof orogeny in Arctic Alaska (Lane, 2007) is similar to that within the YAC, although the UPb and Hf data seem to rule out specific correlations.
We thus interpret the YAC as an arc with associated arcproximal detritus constructed on passive margin strata of northern or northeastern Laurentia, after the Caledonian collision and prior to or early in the development of the convergent margin arc in northwestern Laurentia (Fig. 13 ). Due to Mesozoic structural disruption of the YAC we cannot discern whether the arc developed on a rifted fragment of continental basement or in an Andean type setting, but the relatively coarse debris and negative εHf (t) in the arkosic paragneiss suggest proximity to exposed or reworked Mesoarchean to Eoarchean crust. In search of a source for early Paleozoic arcs with similar characteristics, we extend our comparison to other early Paleozoic arc terranes along the Cordilleran margin.
Comparisons to Peri-Laurentian and Exotic Early Paleozoic Arc Terranes
The geologic history of the YAC invites comparison to the YukonTanana and Alexander terranes ( Fig. 1 ; as discussed by, e.g., Gehrels et al., 1991; Brown et al., 2010) . Brown et al. (2010) emphasized the passive margin char acter of the YAC paragneiss based on the quartzosecarbonate lithology and UPb data from one paragneiss sample (YA2) that contains abundant western Laurentian detritus and the youngest zircons, 1000 Ma (Brown and Gehrels, 2007) . Brown et al. (2010) found age and lithologic similarities to paragneiss in the YukonTanana terrane (Tracy Arm, Snowcap, and Dorsey assemblages; Colpron et al., 2006; Gehrels, 2001; Gehrels et al., 1991; Piercey and Colpron, 2009; Roots et al., 2006) and the Chase formation of the Okanagan region of British Columbia (Lemieux et al., 2007; Thompson et al., 2006) . These inferred correla tives contain similar Precambrian age patterns but do not contain Paleo zoic zircons as we have documented herein, raising the possibility that the YAC is correlative to younger rocks in the YukonTanana terrane.
New data on the YukonTanana terrane confirm that parts of this terrane have UPb and Hf characteristics similar to those of the YAC (Fig. 14) . Although the ageHf patterns of the Silurian-Devonian Endi cott Arm assemblage are very similar to the combined YAC terrane data (Fig. 14) , lithologically the Endicott Arm assemblage is dominated by mafic to felsic metavolcanic rocks, volcaniclastic metagraywacke, minor marble, and felsic to intermediate metaplutonic rocks , in contrast to the predominantly quartzose carbonate strata of the YAC. The high εHf (t) in the broad peak of grains from 1.6 to 1.0 Ga, while similar between the ter ranes, is not a unique match, as several other terranes contain this signature. Separately comparing calcsilicate and arkose data to those of the Endicott Arm assemblage shows that the calcsilicate pattern is similar to the Endi cott Arm assemblage, while the arkose pattern is more similar to the Tracy Arm Assemblage (Fig. 14) . Differences between the YAC and YukonTanana terranes are evident in the comparison of Paleozoic zircon data. Ordovician to Early Devonian zircons in the YukonTanana terrane have much higher εHf (t) than those in the YAC (Fig. 14) . The bulk of YukonTanana terrane magmatism starts and ends later than in the YAC, but the younger magmatic rocks may overlap in age with the Devonian and younger parts of Chilliwack terrane that are not included in our study (Brown et al., 2010) . It is possible that the YAC represents a basinal assemblage adjacent to the Endicott Arm assemblage arc, with the arkose representing erosion either from the Tracy Arm assem blage or the same provenance. Younger plutons of the Chilliwack terrane might represent migration of the arc into the former basin. An alternative possibility, suggested by the ageHf patterns in Figure 14 , is that the YAC is a fragment of the Alexander terrane. The geological history of the Alexander terrane includes Neoproterozoic-early Paleozoic arc mag matism, and evidence for two early Paleozoic orogenic events, the Wales orogeny in late Cambrian to Ordovician time and the Klakas orogeny in Si lurian time (e.g., Gehrels and Saleeby, 1987) . Early Devonian clastic rocks (Karheen Formation) containing both cratonal debris and Paleozoic arc de bris overlie the older deformed sequence. The Alexander terrane consists of a juvenile arc portion, predominantly in southeastern Alaska, and a coeval shelf facies exposed in the St. Elias Mountains (Beranek et al., 2013a (Beranek et al., , 2013b . Similar shelf facies rocks are exposed in southernmost Alexander terrane in the Banks Island assemblage (Tochilin et al., 2014) . The Alexander terrane is now widely regarded to have had a Neoproterozoic to early Paleozoic his tory on the Arctic margin of Baltica based on faunal, lithologic, structural, paleomagnetic, age, and Hf isotope data, followed by westward translation to the Pacific margin and southward displacement along the Cordilleran mar gin (Soja, 1994; Bazard et al., 1995; Gehrels et al., 1996; Butler et al., 1997; Soja and Krutikov, 2008; Nelson, 2009, 2011; Miller et al., 2011; Beranek et al., 2012 Beranek et al., , 2013b Tochilin et al., 2014; White et al., 2016; Strauss et al., 2017) . Pecha et al. (2016) inferred a possible connection between the southern YukonTanana and Alexander terrane during early Paleozoic time based on similar age and Hf isotopes of Silurian magmatic rocks; they con cluded that during early Paleozoic time, these two terranes were along the same subduction zone extending from Arctic Greenland (Alexander terrane) to northwest Laurentia (southern YukonTanana) (Fig. 15 ).
YAC magmatism is largely younger than the Alexander terrane but older than the YukonTanana terrane, and the YAC contains detrital and igneous inherited zircons of the Ordovician-Silurian arc. Similarities in lithology and ageHf patterns exist between the YAC, the Icefield assemblage of the St. Elias Mountains (Beranek et al., 2013b) , and the Banks Island assemblage (Tochilin et al., 2014) . The Icefield assemblage is described as Cambrian to Middle Devo nian sandstone, conglomerate, shale, sandy limestone, and minor lava flows and tuff deposited in a shallow marine to terrestrial environment (Beranek et al., 2013b) . The Banks Island assemblage consists of quartzose metasedi mentary rocks and marble of Ordovician-Devonian and Permian ages (Tochilin et al., 2014) . Comparison of these two terranes with the YAC suggests strong similarity, in particular with strata of Silurian to Early Devonian age in the St. Elias Mountains (Beranek et al., 2013b) , and somewhat less strong similarity with the quartzitemarble samples of Banks Island assemblage that have maxi mum depositional ages of 450-438 Ma (Tochilin et al., 2014) . These particular samples do not contain the 700-500 Ma Timanide peak that is found in older (Cambrian to Ordovician) samples. Our earlier speculation that the YAC was equivalent to the Karheen Formation in the Alexander terrane based on nearly identical UPb age patterns and some lithological similarities (Hoffnagle, 2014; Hoffnagle et al., 2014 ) is now ruled out by the uniformly positive εHf (t) in Paleo zoic zircons from the Karheen Formation (Tochilin et al., 2014) , versus negative εHf (t) for zircons of the same age in the YAC (Fig. 14) .
If the YAC is related to the St. Elias-Banks Island portion of the Alexander terrane, it would have originated along the Arctic margin of Laurentia and/or Baltica in pre-Early Devonian time (Beranek et al., 2013b; Tochilin et al., 2014) , for which we have a sparse record [consisting only of sample YA2 of Brown and Gehrels (2007) and possibly two of the YAC paragneiss protoliths]. Early Devonian arc development along the Arctic margin would have shed arc de bris, Caledonian metamorphic debris, and reworked Archean, Paleoprotero zoic, and Mesoproterozoic grains onto the shelf where quartzosecarbonate strata had accumulated. Recent models for transporting the Alexander terrane through the northwest passage westward along Arctic Laurentia Nelson, 2009, 2011; Beranek et al., 2013b; White et al., 2016) place the Alexan der terrane off western Laurentia by Late Devonian time, after which it became part of the fringing middle to late Paleozoic arc system outboard of the Slide Mountain ocean.
Whether the YAC is more closely related to the YukonTanana or Alexander terranes, or was located along the early Paleozoic subduction zone somewhere between the Alexander and YukonTanana terranes, it was likely displaced southward by sinistral faulting during the Mesozoic (Monger et al., 1994; Gehrels et al., 2009; Tochilin et al., 2014; Yokelson et al., 2015) . Later (midCreta ceous) northward displacement is suggested by the model of Brown ( , 2012 for marginparallel shortening and emplacement of the Northwest Cas cades thrust system, the thrust system that contains the YAC blocks.
The YAC has also been compared to early Paleozoic arc and sedimen tary sequences that were accreted further south along the Cordilleran mar gin (Brown et al., 2010) . Possible correlative assemblages in the Klamath and Sierra Nevada Mountains include the Yreka subterrane (Eastern Klamath terrane) and the Shoofly assemblage in the Northern Sierra terrane, both of which were interpreted by Grove et al. (2008) to have originated as compo nents of the exotic (nonLaurentian) early Paleozoic convergent margin dis placed from Baltica, and possibly related to the Alexander terrane. We can compare these terranes against our new UPb results, but because no new Hf data have been published, any links remain tentative. Lithologically, the YAC most closely resembles the Early Devonian Moffet Creek Formation in the Yreka subterrane of the Eastern Klamath terrane, which consists of Early Devonian calcareous metasiltstone and sandstone that varies from quartz arenite to feldspathic wacke (Hotz, 1977) . Precambrian age patterns for the calcsilicate unit of the YAC are similar to those of the Yreka subterrane, in par ticular to the Early Devonian Moffet Creek and Duzel Phyllite units (Grove et al., 2008) . However, the Yreka terrane UPb patterns do not resemble that of the arkosic paragneiss of the YAC. Early Paleozoic volcanic arc detritus is abundant in Early Devonian strata of the Eastern Klamath and Northern Sierra terranes and, as in the YAC, some samples are dominated by Paleozoic zircons while others contain predominantly Precambrian zircons (Grove et al., 2008) . Grove et al. (2008) concluded that Alexander, Eastern Klamath, and Northern Sierra terranes originated at the same convergent margin, although not necessarily from the same location or via the same transport history.
Detritus similar to the constituents of the YAC and other early Paleozoic arcs occurs in the westwardderived Late Devonian Sassenach formation of the southern British Columbia passive margin (Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) , and unexplained Devonian deformation occurs in the Purcell Mountains of south ern British Columbia (Root, 2001) ; both of these events could be related to the arrival of the YAC or similar terranes that are currently further south (Colpron and Nelson, 2009 ). Furthermore, clastic material shed from the Antler orogenic belt is of similar detrital zircon pattern to the exotic arcs, and sparse Hf data (Beranek et al., 2016) in the Antler overlap assemblage in Idaho suggest deri vation from an early Paleozoic arc with strongly negative εHf (t) . The arrival of early Paleozoic arc terranes off western Laurentia by Late Devonian time is supported by detrital zircons in Late Devonian and younger strata of the pas sive margin (Gehrels and Pecha, 2014) .
CONCLUSIONS
Geologic, geochronologic, and Hf isotope data from the YAC provide a de tailed history that can be compared with other early Paleozoic arc terranes of the western North American Cordillera. The oldest components of the terrane are paragneisses, the protoliths of which are calcsilicate rocks and arkosic sandstone and conglomerate containing significant Ordovician to Early Devo nian zircon populations in addition to abundant Precambrian grains. Maximum depositional ages range from Ordovician to Early Devonian (432-390 Ma). Hf isotope data on early Paleozoic detrital zircons with εHf (t) values of -50 to -57 indicate that the source area was an arc developed on or near early Eoarchean crust. Paragneiss was intruded by pretectonic, syntectonic, and posttectonic plutons dated as 411-395 Ma. Sedimentation, magmatism, metamorphism, and deformation broadly overlapped in time from ca. 415 to 390 Ma during the Early Devonian, suggesting that although the arc may have developed on earlier passive margin rocks, those older rocks are only sparsely (if at all) pre served in the YAC. Age and Hf isotope patterns suggest that the early Paleozoic YAC arc was part of an extensive convergent margin developed offshore of Greenland and northern Laurentia. Similarities and differences between the YukonTanana and Alexander terranes suggest a possible setting on the con tinental side of the arc, similar to the Banks Island and St. Elias components of the Alexander terrane. If our inferences of origin are correct, the YAC must have been displaced westward along the Arctic margin and then southward along the Cordilleran margin during Paleozoic and Mesozoic time.
